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Chapter I Introduction 
As we en~er the second millennium since the time of Christ there is an increasing 

mindfulness of the need to focus technology on helping people. This has been in part on account 

ofmany countries currently experiencing what is referred to as an "aging population," that is the 

number of children born has continued to reduce over a long period of time. The result of this 

along with many other factors has caused the need for a reducing number of care workers to care 

for an increasing number of persons. 

One specific area of need is that of providing increased freedom in terms of mobility for 

the elderly or disabled. The reasons being to provide an optimum quality of life for the disabled 

or elderly, and to reduce the load on care workers, the two aspects being closely linked by the 

conscious sense ofbeing a "burden". 

Autonomy in the area of mobility has always been highly valued, but is sometimes 

impaired by some form of disability. In many cases this results in reliance on some form of 

external transport mechanism. In this regard traditional wheelchairs and powered wheelchairs 

continue to play a vital role. However wheelchairs to date provide a high level of mobility only in 

artificial or "barrier free" environments. That is there remains a significant gap between the 

obstacle negotiating ability of a wheelchair and that of the average able bodied person. This 

aspect is perhaps most apparent when considering stair-climbing. While modern architecture and 

new policies continue to make newly built areas as "accessible" as possible to persons with a 

wide variety of disabilities steps will always be a reality in the "real world". 

This thesis focuses on the study of stair-climbing capable mechanisms for the elderly or 

disabled. Common mobility assistive techniques and devices are outlined in this section and 

recent advances in curb and stair climbing devices are outlined in Section 2. A proposal for a high 

step stair-climbing mechanism targeted for wheelchair application is presented in Section 3. 

F-'mally a practical track based stair-climbing mechanism is presented in Section 4 

1.1 Why stairs? 

The main focus of this paper revolves around the providing a personal means of 

negotiating stairs, the first question that must be considered is why are stairs used. Stairs provide 
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a means of ascent or descent. What alternatives are there to stairs? In terms of passive means 

slopes are the primary alternative. When considering powered assistive mechanisms such as 

escalators or lifts the range of alternatives is greater. The advantage of a slope (4.8 degrees max. 

for manua] wheelchair L I D is that it does not significantly impede access to wheeled vehicles or 

most walking assistive devices. However the two inherent disadvantages of a slope are the space 

used compared to a set of stairs and the requirement that sufficient traction is present. 

Firstly regarding space requirements. The conversion to, or addition of slopes (ramps) to 

existing architecture is typically very costly and often negatively impacts the architecture with 

regard to functionality (waste spaee) and aesthetics. In the case of a multi-level building a ramp is 

usually not feasible. For example a 4.8 degree ramp providing access between floors (typically 

2.7m) would require 32.5 meters of ramp. Assuming a ramp width of 90cm this would require 

29.5 square meters of floor area, excluding aceess, exit and turning areas. The space required by a 

standard (26cm tread, 1 8cm rise) stairway in the same situation would be 3.5 square meters, an 

8.4 magnitude of spatial efficiency. This comparison is illustrated in Fig. I and Fig. 2. 

Fig. l 

~i 90cm 
1 30cm 

Anatomy of a typical stair (step height - riser 1 8cm, step depth - tread 26cm) 

O 

4. 80 
1 092cm 

90cm 

Fig. 2 A slope suitable for a manually propelled wheelchair 
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Slope or ramp angles can be increased, however 4.8' has been deemed the maximum 

angle for negotiation by the average user of a manually propelled wheelchair. In the case of a 

powered wheelchair the recommended maximum angle is 7.1'. Local testing of powered 

wheelchairs indicated maximum stable climb and descent rates of up to 20', however the tests 

were carried out in ideal conditions on high traction surfaces. 

1.2 Stairs - are they safe? 

Stairs represent spatial efficiency, and minimum risk in regard to slipping compared to 

slopes, however stairs have come to be virtually representative of "barriers". The term f'barrier 

free" is increasingly used in a broader context, however the basic concept originated from 

reference to an environment that did not impede access to a manually propelled wheelchair. 

Major impediments to wheelchair access have been and continue to be consideration for width 

and the presence of steps or stairs. 

~ 

(a) flat (b) stair descent (c) stair ascent 

Fig. 3 Approximate areas of focus while walking on the flat and up and down stairs 

Are stairs dangerous? If so why are they dangerous? Firstly are stairs dangerous, any 

movement from any given location to another represents risk. The degree of risk increases with 

distance and the presence of any obstacles. In this regard steps or stairs are classified as obstacles, 

and therefore represent an increased level of risk or danger. The risk increases with age and or the 

presence of mobility or sight related disabilities. Statistics are maintained regarding the level of 

risk associated with most forms of public transportation, partiaily to ensure effort is focused on 
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areas of greatest risk to find means or ways to reduce the risk. 

Secondly why are stairs dangerous? In the case of a fiat pathway there is some risk that 

any given person could fail and injure them self. in the case of stair negotiation careful 

recognition of the location of the stair-edge is required. The height of the stair must be estimated, 

and finally one's feet located accordingly. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. Further the person's shift in 

Center of Gravity (COG) becomes complex compared to walking on a flat level surface. Raising 

one's weight to the level of each step takes the leg joint through an angle greater than that 

experienced while walking. Weakening leg ability will be most apparent when going from a 

seated to standing position, however following this the next most difficult task is often the 

negotiation of stairs. 

The task of climbing stairs according to basic physics requires more energy than descent, 

however the control in stair descent is more difficult. More energy is required climbing stairs but 

because the stairs are sioping upwards they are easier to see, therefore easier to negotiate and the 

risk of injury in the case of a fall is reduced on account of the reduced potential fall angle. The 

fall angle/ height is assumed in the forward direction as this is the direction of travel, falling 

rearward is less common, and is often associated with slipping on slippery surfaces. 

The task of descending stairs represents effort in regard to control. The vi sual distance to 

the stair is greater, therefore negotiation becomes more difficult. Stair descent is further 

complicated by the higher risk of injury in event of a fall on account of the increased fall angle/ 

height. 

The stair inherently represents greater risk of inj ury on account of the presence of a stair 

edge combined with the potentially increased fall angle/ height. The worst case fall angle during 

descent on a typical stair (35') would be 125' (90'+35') compared with 55' (90'-35') for stair 

ascent. 

l.3 Wheeled mobility 

The wheeled vehicle has perhaps been one of man's most important technical discoveries, 

early evidence dates back to around 3000 BC. in the Tigris-Euphrates Valley [2], a painting of 

early wheeis are shown in Fig. 4 C3]-

No doubt since early times access to areas with steps would have presented similar 
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challen_ges as thc prcsent da)L However in the area of providing personal mobility that is not 

h, ig_nit~lcantly limitcd by terrain the approach employed in early civilization has yet to be rivalcd. 

that is carriage by a gr()up of two or more persons While such as the ancient Pharaohs may not 

havc lacked in persona] assistants they did perhaps lack a valid necd to be carried from place to 

placc The current gencration of elderly and disablcd do howcver typically lack in personal 

assistants and do havc a valid reahon to be assisted in the arca oi' pcrsonal mobility 

L; 

,':s, * ~ 
~~~･ ･ , 1~,. 1 ;t~ I ,' ~ * 

^'~L~ 

Flg 4 A paintin_~ h. howing primitivc whccls 

Picture cvurtesl' (if educatio,t eth. ,,e' 

The approach uscd by early civilizations has fundamentally not changed In the arca of 

pcrsona] nlobility, that is the use of whcc]cd vehicles in relatively flat cnvirons and carriage by 

peop]c or animals in arcas not h. uited t() whcclcd vchicles 

l.4 Wheels and stairs 

D= I OOcm 

j~~~;D=30cm 1 8~mrr i･JJ18~mrJr _r 

(a) mobility scooter tire (b) standard wheelchair tirc (c)carlywheelchair tire 

Fig. 5 Variation of whecl diamcter in regard to stair nc_~otiation (tread depth = 26cm) 

Stairs perhaps bcst rcpresent "envlrons not ~. uited to wheeled vehic]cs". The step function 

of a stair vers us thc slnusoidal runction of thc v~'heel is illustrated In Fig 5. Two fundamental 

means of stair negotiation are provision of a stepping nlechanism, or increasing the wheel's 
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footprint (diameter) so that the step is in effect bridged. Provision of a stepping mechanism 

requires relatively complex mechanical operation and must be linked to knowledge of the 

iocation ofthe stair edge. Human negotiation of stairs would be categorized as such. 

The second basic approach is to in effect increase the forward-rear footprint of the vehicle 

so that it bridges the stairs. This can be made possible by increasing the wheel diameter or by 

using some form of tracked operation, which in effect emulates a wheel with an infinitely large 

radius. 

The relative advantages and disadvantages of these two approaches to stair negotiation are 

that stepping places weight on the stair's tread, which is where it is designed to be and involves 

no increased risk of slip, that is the risk of slip is no more or iess than that on a flat pathway, 

however the major disadvantage is it requires kuowledge regarding the stair edge. A tracked 

approach has the major advantage in that it bridges the stairs and therefore prior knowledge of the 

stair-edges is not required. However the major disadvantage is that the vehicie weight rests on the 

edge of the stair, this therefore requires stairs to have robust edges, further the track must be 

provided with a means to prevent slipping. 

Variation of wheel diameter is illustrated in rig. 5, Fig. 5(a) represents a large scooter or 

small powered wheelchair wheel of diameter 30cm. Fig. 5(b) represents the diameter of a 

standard manually propelled wheelchair's rear wheei of 58cm and Fig. 5(c) shows a I meter 

diameter wheei as used on some early wheelchairs. 

1.4.1 Motive force, curb height and wheel diameter 

The first simple experiment carried out for the purpose of this study was to gain a 

fundamental appreciation for the relationship between "motive force", "curb height" and "wheel 

diameter". 

l L(whee{base) l 

i deeg 

I 

F(~)-~ -H--
l 

coe j 
(N) r I 

= ~~;' * ei 

/~ei 

h 

Fig. 6 Motive force versus curb height and wheei diameter experiment 
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The vehicle used for the experiment was a 3 wheel mobility scooter. Force F(N) was 

applied at the rear of the scooter approximately in line with the rear axle as shown in Fig. 6. The 

measured force was normalized to fr by dividing the weight (vertical force) measured at the front 

axle by the F(N) value. The experimental results are graphed in Fig. 7 for two different tire 

pressures. The continuous line on the graph shows the calculated value based on equation I . The 

front tire of the scooter is shown negotiating a 7 cm curb under maximum loading in Fig. 8 . 

fr = tan cos~~ ( 
r - h) 

(i) 

Wh ere fr = relative motive force 

r = wheel radius that is l/2 the diameter 

h = curb height 

RelatiYe moiive fcree 

5 

4 

3 

2 

Tire Diameter (.D) = 20cm 

ealculated faree 
Measured force 

+ s Tire pressure @ I .7kgf/cm 

x = 1lre pressure @ 0.7kgf/cm 

+ + 
x 

x 

x 

* 
1 2 3 4 5 Step/ curb height in cm 

e 7 8 

Fig. 7 Motive force required to negotiate various curb heights for a fixed wheel diameter 

It must be noted that equation ( I ) does not account for any sofiness in the tire, clearly the 

lower tire pressure makes curb negotiation easier, however reduces running efficiency. A relative 

force offr = I means motive force (horizontal) equa]s the weight (vertical force) bearing on the 

front tire. 
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Fig．8Negotiation　ofa7cm　curb　by　a20cm　diameter　tire　under　maximum　loading

　　　　In　conclusion　this　experiment　showed　that　the　horizontal　motive魚｝rce　requh℃d　to

negotiate　a　step　with　a　height　of　halfthe　tire　radius　was　approximately　L8times　the　force　bearing

on　the　tire〔vertically），this　reduced　to　L4times　fbr　a　reduced　tire　pressure．The　maximum　step

height　negotiated　was　O．7times　the　tire　radius，this　requh・ed　a　horizontal　fbrce　of2．8times　the

veτtical　fbrce　for　a　regular　tire　pressure　and22times　for　a　reduced　tire　pressure（ti1’e　pictured　in

Fig．8）．A　practical　maximum　step　height　negotiable　by　this　tire　would　be　O．5to　O．6times　the

tire’s　radius．

　　　　The　simplest　way　to　increase　stair　climbing　ability　is　to　increase　the　wheel　radius．This

and　the　convenient　provision　of　a　manual　propulsion　m㏄hanism　are　reflected　in　modem

manually　operated　wheelchair　rear　wheels．However　large　diameter　ffont　wheels　are　very

aw㎞ard　in　regard　to　steering．Another　aspect　that　improves　stair　negotiation　is　reduced　th‘e

pressure，however　this　will　reduce　nmning　efficiency　as　wen　as　increase　stress　on　the　ti1’e，

dynamic　control　of　tire　pressure　could　perhaps　fblfill　both　requirements．A　fbrther　means　of

increasing　the　step　negotiation　ability　is　to　activcly　drive　the　f｝o皿t　and　rear　wheels（fbur　wheeI

drive），therefbre　assisting　the　li丘compo皿ent　without　reducing　the　drive　component，this　approach

is　employed　on　modem4WD　scooters－refer　to　Section2．2、

　　　　An　altemative　means　ofincreasing　effective　tire　di㎜eter　but　not　tire　radius　is　the　use　ofa

track　m㏄hanism，track　based　mechanisms　are　outlined　in　Chapters2and4．The　tracks　used　on

江ack－based　wheelchairs　at　the　time　of　writing　are　made　of　solid　mbbeちthis　results　in　bigh

pressures　exerted　on　stair　edges．F腿rther　the㎞obs　provided　on　the　tracks　to　prevent　slipping　on

stahls　do　not皿㏄essarily　coincide　with　the　stair　edges　shown　in　Fig58（b）．A　more　ideal　appmach
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would　perhaps　be　the　reahzation　of　pneumatic（tire）tracks，thereby　spreading　pressure　over　a

largcrarcaatthep・intofc・ntactwitheachstalredge、Adef〔）rmabletrackhasbeenpr・P・sedin

［4L　this　is　depicted　in　Flg．20〔a）and（b）and　the　concept　i］lustrated　in　Fig、20（c）．

　　　　　This　simple　cxperiment　accounted　only　fbr　static　loading　considerations，the　results（｝f　a

study（｝f　dynamic　considerations　f〔）r　curb　negotiatk）n　for　manually　propelled　wheelchairs　is

pr（｝vided　in　l51．

1．5　Requirements　for　stair－dimbing　mobility

　　　　　　Ciimbing　a　set　of　stairs　prcsents　tw〔）central　issucs，flrstly　thc　actual　climbing　or

neg〔）tiatingoreach　sing］estep，andsecondlypmvidingstabi］ityforthcovcrall　mechanismwhile

〔職hestairs・Inthecase・fanablcb・dledpers（mastepPingmechanismispr・videdinthef・rm

〔）f　legs　and　a　very　precisc　balancc　mechanism　is　provided　by　the　brain　in　conjunction　with　a

variety　of　sensory　systems、The　legs　are　equipped　with　high　spccd　and　high　peak　p〔）wer（〕utput

actuators　in　the　R〕rm〔）f　muscles．The　brain　acts　on　a　combination　of　visual　data（estimati（〕n〔）f

stair］・cati・nandheight）andtactile／pressuresens・rydata（茜ccdback）fr・mthelegsandba］ance

sens・rsass・ciatcdwiththeears／brain，thispr・videsacbsedc・ntr・1］・・P、

Fig・9H〔）nda　P3robot　ncgotiating　stairs

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Photo　courtcsy　ot－Kldsweb　Japan
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The very complex task of load balancing so as to maintain a correct COG (center of 

gravity) during the stair negotiation is carried out almost as a subconscious task. The muscles 

provide the high speed and high peak power actuation necessary to correct any sensed error in 

balance. This complex task has been emulated in the world of robotics by such as the Honda P3 

robot pictured in Fig. 9 L61, control mechanism and algorithms detailed in such patents as [7] and 

t8]. 

Regarding stability orders of magnitude, for a person in a static standing position, forward 

- rear stability is in the order of 6'. That is for example in the case of an average height person of 

say 1 73cm, the COG at say 105cm (-waist line) and with a toe to heel load bearing range of say 

23cm (actual foot length measurement of say 26cm). This case calculates to give a -12' range of 

stability therefore giving a maximum stability margin of 6' when centered. Worst case static 

stability reduces to around 2' (side to side) when standing on one foot. The calculation of 

dynamic stabiiity margins during a walking or stair climbing gait is however significantly more 

com plex. 

In order to provide an assistive mobility device suitable for negotiation of stairs a 

mechanism capable of negotiating stairs must be provided, two approaches are presented in this 

thesis, proposed use of articulated wheel cluster technology and a practical track based 

mechanism. Another aspect is the provision of a balance mechanism giving acceptable stability 

margins. During stair climbing the provision of acceptable stability at all times is paramount in 

regard to safety, and therefore in the puhlic acceptance of any form of stair climbing assistive 

device/s. Finally in the case of a wheelchair a constant seat angle is preferred. 

The two basic approaches to stability are similar to the modes of stability used in modern 

vehicles. Stability may be provided inherently by providing three or more points of contact with 

the ground at all times, the common car is such an example. Two points of contact is possible if a 

balance mechanism is used as in the case of say a rickshaw (external balance mechanism -

person), or an internal balance mechanism such as in the case of a bicycle or motorcycle. A 

bicycle's or motorcycle's internal balance mechanism is the person controlling it, the person 

needs only control the vehicle's laterai motion so as to maintain the appropriate COG (center of 

gravity). A single point of contact with the ground is possible also using extemal or internal 

balance mechanisms such as in the case of the common wheelbarrow or unicycle, however in the 

case of a single point of contact with the ground both the provision of both front to rear and side 
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to side balance simultaneously becomes a relatively complex task. 

Applying the above examples to mobility assistive devices on stairs, four points of contact 

with the ground at all times will provide inherent static stability, however it is difficult to achieve 

due to the nature of stairs, particularly in regard to the front to rear height differential that occurs. 

By using a laterally stable device and employing a personal assistant, or a nearby hand rail to 

provide the balance mechanism the problem of front to rear height differential may be resolved, 

however the system becomes reliant on the assistant or provision of the right kind of handrails. 

The two stair~limbing mechanisms outlined in this thesis are based on the provision of 

inherent static stability. 

1.6 

1.6.1 

Common stair~limbing techniques and assistive devices 

Assrstant based curb, slope and stair negotiation techniques 

(a) single person (b) 4 person stair ascent (c) 4 person stair descent 

Fig. 10 Stair~limbing - current techniques 

Two common care~vorker/ assistant based approaches to negotiating stairs are shown in 

Fig. lO(a) carrying a person on one's back and Fig. lO(b) and (c), carrying a person in a 

lightweight wheelchair. Carrying an elderly or disabled person on ones' back represents a very 

efficient and cost effective approach however it also presents high risk of injury for both persons, 

back injury is often associated with long term care - despite using all the "right" Iifting 
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techniques, and combincd with the ri~. k of suffering a fall [9 J-

,_,~1!~~~'~~r 

~'~;.,~ 

~_ ~tL", ~~ 

(a) Curb negotiation 

Fig. I l 

(b) Stair descent 3 persons 

Curb and stair ncgotiation - current techniques 

~~ 

(a) slopes up 

Fig 

(b) slopes down 

l 2 Slope negotiation - current techniques 

Whcn carr)'ing a person in a lightwcight wheelchair the number of assistants may vary 

from two to four, depending on the weight of the passenger and the streng_th of the assistants. It is 

recommendcd that persons bclng carried in wheelchairs be facing* towards thc stairs irrcspcctive 

of dircction of travel, this being to minimi/.e any concerns regarding helght and any danger 
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s hr)uld the passengcr slip out of thc chair. This i~ h, hown in Fig lO(b) stair ascent and Fig lO(c) 

s, tair descent. Thc ncgotlarion of curbs or single steps is possible with a single assistant as shown 

in Fig, I l(a), this wi]t als() depend on the rc]ativc wcight of thc passcngcr and strength of thc 

asslstant The negotiation ofslopes is shown in Flg 12(a) for asccnt and Fig 12(b) for desccnt In 

Fig 12(b) the ah, sistant is faclng down thc slope this is noted as being a matter of personal 

prclbrence [ I O]. 

l.6.2 Comnron slairiJimbing and van entry assistive devices 

Lifts are pcrhaps thc most common means of providing access between floors. Lifts are 

typicall)' very cxpcnsi'c and con~, ume signii~]cant space. Low cost compact lifts targetcd for 

residential use howcvcr are also available I I l] h~or negotiation of a smal] number of stairs for 

exanlple thc cntrancc to many Yb'es. tern homes (porch) or the high Initial stcp to Japancsc homcs 

(ret~er Fi,:~1. 5 1 ) a wldc range ()f electrically or manua]ly opcratcd platfonns arc availablc [ I l][ 1 2] 

"'~'::1-!~!~~~~~::~~~;t l 
~l ":!z!z-~ ~-~d "~ r! V,, L ., , ~.Jt ~~l!!l l'l'l l 

, ,., i f' I'J~.1-~~1.II 

* I ' ' ~!III" , j dl-'~ l d, .. 
･ ~ l,~~~l'li ~l' ~~1'jll-__~!-~4_'1::~11'dl-..,'::~ ( Lj. l 

l 

: ' 

ICi:, j. . __ Pl ~.,~~~;~:~~~ . _ ~l~ *-
(a) Fixcd chair stair~ift (b) Platform stairrlift 

Fig. 13 Assistive devices ror stairs and van entry 

Pllv'os cvune,v! [if M(Lr74bi/ity l'lcL ('7) a'id garwe'lra,ca (b) 

Fixcd stair~ds~' ist mechanisms broad])' fall into 2 categorles, the provision of a fixed chair 

Flg i3(a) [ I I I or a fixed plattbrm Fig 13 (b) I 13J on which a vvheelchalr and uscr can board Thc 

chalr or p]atrorm is conncctcd to an appropriate railing system customizcd to suit the stairway it 

is dcsigncd for. The railing systcm incorporates sonle form of cog or pul]cy mcchanism to 

providc ror motive opcration The rail mechanism also providcs fbr angular compensation to 

cnsL]rc the chair or platform maintains a constant (level) anglc as it follows thc stairwa)'. 
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　　　　　Customiz呂ti〔）n壮nd　significant　on　site　work　makes　nxed　stair唱ssist　mechanisms　very

expcnsive　and　dedicated　t（〕a　given　set　of　stairs．Thc　chair　or　platform　is　usual］y　designed　to　fold

up　to　minimize　waste　space　whilc　not　in　usc．The貨xed　platform　is　pcrh8ps　thc　most　common

stair－assist　mechanism　uscd　in　public　areas　where　l漁s　are　n（〕t　available、Altemative　approaches

mc］ude　the　usc　of　ovcrhca〔j　hoists（Sectk）n2．8）Fig，28（a）．

　　　　　　　　　陰岬

　　　　　　　　　　　　欝二　　　　 、

（a）Pol’tab］c　wheclchair　liner　p］atf（｝rm　　　（b）Retr（雨t　whee］chaimnly　l憤

　　　　　　　　　Fig．14Vanacces

Pho’o∫ω’群f5ぎ01－Sαη職α

s　llechanisnls

　．　L’4　（‘∂　απ‘ノ‘’〃！8r’（一‘’ηwh88’ぐんd’r5．co1η　‘’”

　　　　　in　rcgard　to　assisting　wheelchair　acce∬to　vans　a　rangc　of　portablc　fold－up　ramps　arc

available［14］，portable　ramps　can　a］s〔）be　used　for　thc　negotiation　ofa　small　numbcr　ofstairs、Fig．

14（a）shows　a　manually｛）perated　portab］e　lifting　Platform［151，a　morc　compact　whcelchair　only

li丘er　is　outlincd　in　Sect1〔）n2．8and　pictured　in　Fig．28（b）．A　wide　rangc　ofretrofit　type　lifters　a∫e

a梱ablctopr・videvanaccessf・rwheelchairs［16】．Anclectrichoisttypcwhcelchairlifteris

sh・wninFig．14（b）114］．

　　　　　Many　vchiclc　manufactures（｝ffer　a　widc　rangc　of　custom　options　at　the　time　of　new

vehIcle　pllrchase、The　provision　of　a　scat　which　swivels　out　has　bec〔）me　an　option　made　avai］able

by　most　Japancse　car　manufactures，howcvcr　thc　task　of　transfer　t〔）such　as　a　wheelchair　rem呂ins．

One　soluti（〕n　tし）this　problem　has　been　the　pmvision〔）f　a　seat　which　doubles　as　an　assistant

opcratcd　wheelchair　is〔）utlincd　in　Section2．8and　pictured　in　Fig．28（c）．The　more　traditional

〔）ption　ofa　built　in　whee］chair　h負is　shown　in　Fig、15（a）and　a　buik　in　ramp　system　Fig．15（b）．

While　the　bui旧n〔）ptions　providc　vcry　elegant　s（〕］uti〔）ns　they　are　very　expensive　and　dedicated　to

a　givcn　vehide．
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(a) Whcclchair lifter platf(]rm 

Fig 15 Van wheelchair lifts o 

(b) built in ramp 

ramp mechanisms 

Photos courtesv of To,ota (a) and (b) 

l.7 Stairs -discussion 

The presence of stairs in the real world 

Thc presence of htairs will most likcly a]ways bc a rcality in the real world, becaus e of the 

high lcvcl of spatial efnciency they provldc when connccting areas of differing vertical elevations 

Stairs do prcsent an increased degree of dangcr comparcd to sLich as gcntlc slopcs but this must to 

solT]e dcgrcc by uccessity be simply takcn into account For example in the planning of any new 

buildings thc tar_~ct uhers. shouid be considcrcd Clcarly for public amenities, such as wheelchair 

users should be considered, but for cxamplc in the case of say a private home in Japan where land 

space is at a prcmium (m()re specifically vcry expcnsivc) multilevel cons truction is unavoidable 

and stairs will most likely continue to bc uscd A compromise situation in the case of families-

caring for aging parents is ()ften provlding all the essential amenities at ground level (barrler free) 

and uslng thc upper levels for the youngcr families' res pective bedrooms etc 

VYheels and stairs 

Whilc it is clear that whcels do not relate to stairs well, pneumatic tires do inhercntly 

increasc thcir rootprint as the ioading on them is increased The tire pictured in Flg 8 docs look 

s omewhat ovcrstressed but the crack in thc wa]] or the tire is on account of being weli outside thc 

'usc bcforc" date on the tlrc Thc inherent increased footprint limlts thc prcssuro cxcrted on any 
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given point of, the stair, particularly th･e stair ed･ge. In th･is regard "pneumatic tires" are better 

suited than say solid rubber tires to stair negotiation, as well as providing a smoother ride for the 

user. The curb negotiating ability of a wheel is mainly related to tire radius and secondarily the 

softness (deformability) of the tire. A track based alternative emulates a tire of infinite radius and 

is inherently well suited to stairs but the realization of a deformable (soft) track necessary to 

provide a stair edge friendly and non-slip tread is difficult. 

Assistive techniques or devices 

Personal autonomy is regarded highly in today's society but remains largely unrealized 

for mobility disabled persons. Current common practice in regard to stair assistance is that two to 

four assistants are required for a mobility disabled person say in a wheelchair to negotiate a set of 

stairs. Assistive device based solutions for stair-negotiation include lifts and chair or platform 

based stair-lift mechanisms. Wheelchair access to vans can be provided by a portable or built in 

ramp, a portable platform lifter or a range of built in or retrofitable lifting mechanisms. 

Fixed stair-assist or high step mechanisms 

Regarding fixed stair-assist or high step mechanisms, in many cases the provision of such 

wili be an integral part of the initial design. For example, many vans are dedicated to the 

transportation of wheelchair users, and as such the reduction of any potential multipurpose role 

would not be of any consequence. However conversion or retrofitting an existing entrance, 

stairway or vehicle for wheelchair users is often very difficult and expensive. 

1.8 Thesis outline 

This thesis focuses on the development of stair-climbing and van access assistive 

mechanisms. Chapter one outlined why steps are necessary, safety on stairs, how wheeis relate to 

stairs, the requirements for stair-climbing and current common approaches or devices used to 

mobilize elderly or disabled persons in "barrier present" environments. 

Chapter 2 outlines recent advances in mobility assistive mechanisms available at the time 

of writing. The main focus is on curb negotiation, stair-climbing, and high step assistive devices. 

High steps are noted as being common in the boarding of such as a van and in the case of Japan 
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the first step to most traditional Japanese homes. 

Chapter 3 outlines a proposal for a high step capable stair-climbing mechanism targeted 

for wheelchair application. The mechanism is based on a chair connected to respective front and 

rear clusters of wheels. The front and rear wheei clusters are then connected to the chair base via 

two controlled articulated links . The unique functionality provided include stair negotiation in the 

desired direction of travel and the ability to directly enter such as a van or Japanese home without 

the need for any special equipment. 

Chapter 4 outlines the development of a very practical stair-climbing mechanism based on 

dual section track operation. The stair-climbing wheelchair was trailed on the slopes of Nagasaki 

and having found favor with the locals has been made commercially available. The two section 

track mechanism provides a robust and reliable means to negotiate highly irregular stairs with 

relative simplicity. The prototyping of a guidance and control system for the track based 

wheelchair is outlined. 

Chapter 5 provides an overall discussion and coneluding remarks. 


